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DOWNTOWN Where great teams come together
Mobility and change define today’s world: to thrive, agile companies
are reassessing, rethinking, reinventing how they do business.
Artopex created the Downtown collection because we know you
are changing the way you work.
Whether your team meets standing up or sitting down, in large
groups or small, formally or in free-flowing conversations, in
five-minute briefings or hour-long meetings; whether you prefer benches, chairs or stools, open areas or enclosed conference
rooms… no matter how you collaborate, the Downtown collection
fills the bill.
Our new collection offers a relaxed work environment where every
member of your team can flourish in an atmosphere of creativity
and well-being.
Downtown: Great environments build great engagement.
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Design: Suzanne Léger, Artopex
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TEXTING ZONE
Always the right setting, with just the right amount of
privacy for the task at hand.
Upholstered screens create a subdued ambiance.
Available in two heights, with simple vertical or
angled-top panels.

Seating with built-in electrical
outlets and USB ports; cables are hidden
discreetly under the seat.

ROOM TO WAIT… OR CREATE
Add smart storage solutions to your layout.
For even more cachet and comfort, add stylish Artopex
cushions.

TIME FOR A BREAK
With a wide variety of shapes, heights, lengths and back styles, Downtown
seating can be used to create countless layouts.
Choose your favorite style for the back: set-in from the sides of the seat, or
full-width for a seamless side-by-side arrangement.
To complete the design, add tables with your choice of fabric, laminate or
metal bases, with or without storage openings.
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Tables with built-in electrical outlets
and USB ports.
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QUALITY DISCUSSIONS
For a private conversation, a quick meeting or a relaxing break …
this is where you want to be.

Optional hook, convenient for
hanging bags, umbrellas ...

A metal conduit in the leg manages
cabling with discretion.

IDEA EXCHANGE
Good meetings are the key to good communication, and good
participation is the key to good meetings.
The tables in the Downtown collection are equipped with a
cutting-edge linked communication system to facilitate
sharing of ideas and information:
- Connect the control button cable to your laptop.
- Press the button to transfer your data to the shared screen.

Control button on the cable itself.

A MEETING? THE AYES HAVE IT!
A bistro experience? A lounge ambiance?
Choose the work surface height that’s right for your
team, and put the electrical access where you want it.
Opt for 2-inch surfaces to add sophistication and
elegance to your meeting area.
Table with built-in storage.
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POWER BRIEFINGS
Make sure everyone is on the same page by sharing information
with optimal clarity and efficiency. This high-performance mobile
screen with built-in data link ensures good communication with
your collaborators. The mobile screen can be used wherever
it suits your team. Fit out your meeting space based on your
specific needs!

Data link port with table-top access, p.8.

Seating linked
with ganging device.

Mobile screens have built-in data link ports.
Available in three heights for benches, chairs or stools.

BRAINSTORMING SESSIONS
Diverse tables, diverse levels, diverse functions: you’ll have all
the flexibility you need to create workstations tailored to the
dynamics of your team and the style of your meetings.
Your team deserves a “Eureka!” workspace.
Encourage everyone to contribute their utmost
by creating a stimulating collaborative space
where great ideas can thrive.

RELAXED MEETINGS IN DYNAMIC SURROUNDINGS
Downtown: a gathering place where passion, inspiration and commitment converge, where
each member of the team contributes to the shared adventure.
By optimizing use of the available space, everyone comes together around a common goal.
A second group of observers can stand at bar-height panels, using the built-in shelf to take
notes.
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CONFERENCE SPACES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

AGORA

A light and bright environment:
colorful indoor meetings filled with the energy and vitality of the great outdoors.

A lively, informal marketplace of ideas where fruitful discussions arise spontaneously.
Step up and relax on our three-level platform! You’ll understand why our bleachers are such popular seating.

A dynamic space. An active space. A collaborative space.

Low seating provides unmatched modular versatility. Place the units wherever you want, whenever you want. The
possible layouts are limited only by your imagination.
It’s a dynamic space where teams come together and get things done. Come join us DOWNTOWN.
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